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WINNING THE DATA GAME
Selecting a product attribute data partner to
fuel health and wellness activation in the modern
CPG product data ecosystem.

COMPANY

Introduction
Dramatic changes in consumer purchase behavior related to e-commerce and health and wellness
preferences have created the need for a new approach to product data for CPG brands and retailers. To
meet the demands of today’s digital-first health and wellness need-state shoppers, product attribute metadata
has emerged as a “must-have’’ complement to legacy data sources for CPG brands and retailers looking to
differentiate to win omni channel market share and build lasting loyalty. When choosing a product attribute
metadata provider to fuel your growth imperatives, evaluate the provider based on the following value
dimensions: data coverage, data characteristics, data currency, data confidence and data customization.

Product Attribute Metadata Value Dimensions
The "5Cs" of Modern Product Attribute Data
Coverage
How well does the data
reﬂect the market?
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how is unstructured data
deﬁned and organized?
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What is the rate of data decay
and how dynamic is the data?
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Customization
How well can the data be
tailored to your speciﬁc
business needs?

Consumer Trends Are Driving Change
For Consumer Packaged Goods (CPG) brands, accurate and complete product data has never been more
important than it is today. Over the past decade, consumer demand to better understand what is in the
products they put in and on their bodies has steadily increased as a purchase-driver at retail point of sale.
According to a 2020 FMI study, 81% of consumers place a high level of importance on product transparency
in their omnichannel buying decisions.1
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In recent years, two consumer macro-trends have emerged that have added both incremental business
value and incremental complexity to CPG product data in the grocery retail ecosystem. The first significant
and growing trend is the propensity for shoppers to search for and purchase products based on health and
wellness and values-based need states. This trend of searching by need-state often replaces searches that
were traditionally made on the basis of brand name, with 81% of online grocery searches on Amazon being
unbranded. 2 Roughly two-thirds of the U.S. population, or 200 million Americans now follow a particular diet or
health related eating program. And 180 million Americans have food allergies or intolerances that affect the way
they shop. 3 To further quantify this trend, year over year web searches for even relatively established need
states like “organic” and “plant based” have increased 163% and 148% respectively.4 This change in
consumer product discovery and purchase behaviors has exponentially increased the level of detailed product
information needed to effectively serve these large and growing consumer segments.

200 million
180 million
81%

200 million Americans
follow a particular diet or
eating program.3

180 million Americans have
food allergies or intolerances
that aﬀect the way they shop.3

81% of online grocery searches
on Amazon are unbranded.2

The second macro-trend that has impacted the importance and complexity of the CPG product data ecosystem
is the growth of grocery e-commerce. Pre-COVID 19 growth of grocery e-commerce was steady, but the
pandemic sparked a dramatic acceleration. June 2020 saw a record 46 million active monthly online grocery
shoppers in the U.S., up from 16 million less than a year prior. And January 2021 U.S. online grocery revenue
hit a record $9.3B up 15% from November 2020.5 The key to success in e-commerce is relevant content,
so the demands for retailers to provide shoppers with highly relevant product information have increased
significantly. Consequently, demands on the CPG brands who supply retailers with product information have
also increased significantly. An October 2020 Grocery Digital Maturity Benchmark report reflects the expanding
scope, “Getting Research and Discovery right isn’t just a technology issue, it goes far deeper. Strategies must be
formulated and implemented on how content is set up, how it is categorized, what its taxonomy looks like, the
integration of multimedia content, and key work linkage. Foundational elements form the basis of greater result
relevancy and recommendations.”6
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Quantifying the Missed Opportunity
for CPG Brands
To quantify the missed opportunity for CPG brands that fail to adapt their approach to product data creation,
enrichment and distribution to address these consumer trends, Label Insight audited 30 top retailer websites.
The audit uncovered that, overall, current retail systems fail to return a staggering 92% of products in their
assortment that qualify for top consumer need-state searches based upon ingredient analysis. In other
words, out of 100 products present in a retailer’s assortment that meet the needs of consumers searching for
products based on specific health, wellness or lifestyle needs, only 8 are present on the retailer’s digital shelf
for shopper consideration and purchase. Failing to return 92% of qualifying
products on a retailer website represents significant lost revenue to any
brand. Although website navigation and search functionality play a role in this

84% OF BRANDS

poor experience, the root cause is incomplete and inaccurate product data in

FAIL TO CLAIM

the retailer systems.

ONE OR MORE
OF THE THREE

Suboptimal data enrichment adds another dimension to quantify the

MOST SEARCHED

missed opportunity for CPG brands. Label Insight completed a comprehensive

FOR ATTRIBUTES

analysis of how well 100 top CPG brands claimed the top consumer needstate searches for which their product qualified. In other words, quantifying

FOR WHICH THEY
QUALIFY

the impact of brands’ missed opportunity to communicate and convert based
on top needs-based attributes for which they qualified that consumers were
searching online. The results were eye opening. The vast majority of brands are not claiming the need-state
attributes for which they qualify in their product listings and it’s costing brands billions of dollars. In fact, 84%
of brands fail to claim at least one of the three most searched attributes for which they qualify. Hundreds of
millions of consumer searches are going unfulfilled despite products existing that meet the need-states of
those searches. And it’s costing brands tens of millions of dollars in lost revenue. The root cause of this missed
opportunity is again, incomplete and inaccurate product data.

Risks for CPG Brands
The risks of this digital disruption for CPG brands are exacerbated as the complexity and speed of doing business
across numerous different retailer platforms increases as e-commerce market penetration grows. Gaps in product
data represent a potential blindspot for CPG brands as retailers continue to gain a deeper understanding of
shopper behavior related to health and wellness and other product attribute preferences. This deeper retailer
understanding is evidenced by recent, related growth in retailer private label brands formulated to meet consumer
health and wellness need-states and the emergence of retail health and wellness programs that are central to
shopper experience and loyalty programs. The CPG brands with data on par with retailer data that helps them
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understand consumer trends fueling challenger brands and other competitors, as well as the keys to gaining
retail distribution connected to health and wellness programs will have a distinct market advantage.

Looking At Product Data
Through a New Lens
Given increasing consumer demand for more granular product information and e-commerce’s unique product
metadata requirements, product data that was sufficient in legacy retail systems designed to support brick and
mortar operations is no longer sufficient to acquire new customers and maintain loyalty.

A new category of business-critical product data has emerged: product attribute metadata. In other words,
the specific attributes for which a product qualifies. Some of this metadata is relatively easy to identify as it’s
listed on the package of a product. Other metadata is much harder to discern as it relates to the properties of
specific ingredients and formulations. As an example, it might be relatively easy to identify whether a product
is “low sodium,” but much harder to understand if it qualifies for the “Keto” diet, or is formulated with “Clean”
ingredients. Each ingredient that is used to formulate the product warrants individual analysis to understand
the sum attribute profile of the product itself. The more robust and granular the product metadata, the larger
the opportunity for brands to unlock new growth opportunities.

The Product Attribute Landscape
is Complex & Evolving7
DIET & LIFESTYLE
Ketogenic
Organic
Plant Based
Whole 30

ALLERGENS
Gluten Free
Lactose Free
Peanut Free
Soy Free

SUSTAINABILITY
Humane
Ethical
Environmentally Friendly
Recycled Packaging
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Total Store Numbers
Category Data
UPCs

640,000+

Brands

74,000+

Ingredients

450,000+

Marketing Claims

9,000,000+

Attributes

24,000+

The 5 C’s of Modern
Product Attribute Data
For CPG brands evaluating product attribute metadata sources, it’s important to consider new criteria that
will help you thrive amidst the current market disruption. We’ve developed the following criteria to help
evaluate product attribute metadata based upon its ability to help brands activate to drive incremental
growth both online and in-store.

01 Coverage
Coverage is an important consideration in product attribute metadata as it defines the practical utility of
the dataset. To materially impact the ability to improve customer experience and revenue growth, product
attribute data must be available for a significant percentage of the products, categories and consumer
searches relevant to a brand. The most common coverage measure for product attribute data is breadth of
product coverage, or the number of live universal product codes (UPCs) in a product attribute database as
a percentage of total market. An adjacent coverage measure is how many historic UPCs are available in the
product attribute database.

Additionally, sales coverage as a percentage of total market sales is an important consideration as it
complements total UPC coverage with coverage related to the products that are commanding the majority
of shopper dollars.

Sales Coverage by Category8
100%

97.3%

52 Week All Commodity
Volume %

85.2%

76.1%

81.9%

81.2%

82.0%

Supplements

OTC
Medicine

Personal
Care

84.2%
72.4%

77.3%

0%
Food &
Beverage

Baby Food

Alcohol

Product Types
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Pet Food

Cleaners

Beauty
Tools

Depending upon the size of the CPG manufacturer, category coverage can also be an important comparative
measure. In other words, how many categories does a product attribute database include relative to the categories
in a CPG manufacturer’s portfolio. You may have specific category coverage requirements such as fresh, or inclusion
of private label brands, so it’s important to ensure they are included in the product attribute database.

Another very important relative coverage measure is the number of product attributes per UPC, or the
depth of attribution coverage. Basically, how many different need-state based attributes are available to
drive discoverability for each product.

Depth of Attribution Coverage (per UPC)
Allergens

Specialty Diets

Retailer Deﬁned

No Gluten Ingredients

Kosher Diet

Kroger Live Naturally

No Milk Ingredients

Paleo Diet

K&G Healthier America

No Wheat Ingredients

Plant-Based Diet

Raley’s Minimally Process

No Soy Ingredients

Vegan Diet

Raley’s No Added Sugar

No Egg Ingredients

Vegetarian Diet

SpartanNash Living Well

No Tree Nut Ingredients

Not AHA Heart Healthy

Schnucks Heart Healthy

No Peanut Ingredients
No Fish Ingredients

Qualiﬁes for

3,693
Attributes

No Shellﬁsh Ingredients
No Lactose Ingredients

Schnucks Simple Ingreds

4% On Package
96% Derived

Target Simple Ingredients

Organic Certiﬁed
Artiﬁcial Color Free

Nutrition

Target Minimum Reqs

Clean Label

Artiﬁcial Flavor Free

Features

Artiﬁcial Preservative Free

Wholesome

Healthy

Artiﬁcial Sweetener Free

Recyclable

No Added Sugar

Natural Flavor Free

100 Calories or Less

Cholesterol Free

6-10 Ingredients

Common Allergen Free

Fat Free

Natural Sweetener Free

Contains AHA

Sodium Free

Natural Color Free

Contains Essential Vitamins

Trans Fat Free

Perhaps the most important coverage measure is the coverage of consumer search queries available in a
database that can be matched to product attribute data. This coverage measure is relatively new, but critically
important, as it enables a brand to understand how to connect the attributes for which its products qualify to
the top attribute search terms consumers are using to discover products online. It’s important to note that the
search terms used by consumers for the same product often differ significantly between retail channels making
consumer search query coverage by channel even more business critical.

To summarize, the coverage metrics upon which to evaluate product attribute data are:

•
•
•
•
•
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Breadth of product coverage in terms of live and historic UPCs
Sales coverage
Category coverage matched to your specific business needs
Breadth of product attribute coverage
Consumer search query coverage
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02 Characteristics
Another very important comparative metric when evaluating product attribute data is attribute data
characteristics defined as how unstructured data is defined, organized and made available for activation.
Data characteristics will have a significant impact on a product’s e-commerce discoverability related to
need state attributes. Data characteristics can span unique ways that a claim is made, different synonyms for
ingredients, variations of how claims for a certain product are made on package, nutrient terms, certifications
etc. The depth of data characteristics and the ability to structure unstructured data can be exceptionally
complex. For example, the common on-package claim of “gluten free” has over 120,000 unique variations
and the common on-package claim of “organic” has over 140,000 unique variations. And finally, how is the
data formatted relative to ingestion and adaptation by your existing data systems to enable enrichment and
accelerate insights.

Data Characteristics of a “Simple” Product

SIMPLE TRUTH ORGANIC, CHEESE
MULTIGRAIN CRUNCHIES, 4 OZ
011110027450

Product Attribute Analysis

Basic Product Data Fields
EAN 13

Positioning Group

Sodium

USDA Organic

Gluten Free

UPC

Marketing Claims

Total Carbohydrates

Organic Ingredients

Animal Derived

Brand

Warning Statement

Dietary Fiber

Whole Grains

Cereal Grains

Description

Ingredients

Total Sugars

Ancient Grains

Contains Rice
Natural Flavorings

Company

Serving Size

Added Sugars

Lacto Ovo Vegetarian

Department

Serving Size UOM

Protein

Pescatarian

Contains Yeast

Category

Servings per Container

Vitamin A

Contains Palm Oil

Phosphoric Acid

Sub Category

Calories

Vitamin C

Contains Cow's Milk

Sodium Phosphate

Product Type

Calories from Fat

Vitamin D

Contains Dairy

Artiﬁcial Preservatives

Size

Total Fat

Calcium

Contains Lactose

Unit of Measure

Saturated Fat

Iron

Total Weight

Trans Fat

Potassium

Brand Position

Cholesterol

One String – Hundreds of Data Points

Recognized Ingredient
MULTIGRAIN BLEND
WHOLE GRAIN CORN

INGREDIENTS: MULTIGRAIN BLEND (WHOLE GRAIN CORN, WHOLE
GRAIN RICE), OIL BLEND (SUNFLOWER OIL, SAFFLOWER OIL,
AND/OR RED PALM FRUIT OIL), ORGANIC SEASONING (ORGANIC
TAPIOCA MALTODEXTRIN, ORGANIC CHEESE SEASONING [ORGANIC
CHEDDAR CHEESE {ORGANIC MILK, CULTURES, SALT, ENZYMES},
DISODIUM PHOSPHATE], ORGANIC TAPIOCA SOLIDS, SEA SALT,
ORGANIC CHEESE FLAVOR, ORGANIC ANNATTO EXTRACT, NATURAL
FLAVOR, YEAST EXTRACT, LACTIC ACID, CITRIC ACID)

WHOLE GRAIN RICE
OIL BLEND
SUNFLOWER OIL
SAFFLOWER OIL
RED PALM FRUIT OIL
ORGANIC SEASONING
ORGANIC TAPIOCA MALTODEXTRIN
ORGANIC CHEESE SEASONING
ORGANIC CHEDDAR CHEESE
ORGANIC MILK
CULTURES

From a Single Ingredient String:
• 24 Individually Parsed Ingredients
• 4 Levels of Parenthetical Relationships
• 356 Ingredient Properties Analyzed

SALT
ENZYMES
DISODIUM PHOSPHATE
ORGANIC TAPIOCA SOLIDS
SEA SALT
ORGANIC CHEESE FLAVOR
ORGANIC ANNATTO EXTRACT
NATURAL FLAVOR
YEAST EXTRACT
LACTIC ACID
CITRIC ACID
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Claims & Certiﬁcations
15 Raw Claims & 27 Head Claims

IT’S CRUNCH TIME!
Q: Why are our Simple Truth Organic Cheese Crunchies
the grown up snack you've been craving?

• Organic

• Artiﬁcial Color Free

• Texture – Crunchy

• Easy (Generic)

A: With their big, bold crunch and great, cheesy ﬂavor,
these crunchies are the perfect match for your munchies.
Made from whole grains and cheddar cheese, and free
from artiﬁcial ﬂavors or colors, they're an easy, cheesy
snack you can feel good about!

• Whole Grain

• Cheese Flavor

• Cheese (Cheddar)

• Romance Copy

• Artiﬁcial Flavor Free

Certiﬁcation Analysis

Nutrients & Calculated Nutrient Analysis

Nutrient

Per Serving
(28g)

Per 100
(100g)

Per RACC
(50g)

Calories

130

464.29

232.14

Total Fat

5

17.86

8.93

Saturated Fat

1

3.57

1.79

Trans Fat

0

0

0

• Nutrients per 100g/mL
• Nutrients per New Label RACC
• Calculated Nutrients
• FDA Compliance
• Nutritional Content Claims Derivation
• Standardized Nutritional Density Analysis

---
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---




FREE

0

0

0

220

785.71

392.86

Total Carbohydrates

20

71.43

35.71

(Not Approved)

Dietary Fiber

<1

1.79

.89

---

Total Sugars

<1

3.54

1.77

---

Added Sugars

0

0

0

FREE

Protein

2

7.14

3.57

---

Vitamin D

0

0

0

---

Calcium

120

428.57

214.29

GOOD

Iron

0.2

0.71

0.36

---

Potassium

60

214.29

107.14

---

Number of nutrients (including unique nutrient variations)
Number of product claims
Number of ingredients
Number of certifications
Process to structure and activate unstructured characteristic data
Data format compatibility with existing data systems
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---

FREE

To summarize, the data characteristics upon which to evaluate product attribute data are:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Qualiﬁed
Nutrient Claim
Level

Sodium

Cholesterol

In Addition to On-Package
Nutritional Details:

FDA Disclosure
Filter

---

03 Currency
Consumers are operating at the speed of e-commerce and expect up-to-date product information to populate
their searches and inform their purchases. A challenge for brands seeking to meet this expectation is the rapid
and increasing rate of product change in the CPG market not only amongst their competitive set, but also
within their own portfolio. Both introduction of new product data through new product launches and updates
to existing product data result in a high rate of data decay where data becomes outdated and often invalid.

66% of products undergo
a reformulation over a
1 year period of time.9

10,000

66%

98% of CPGs report
their products undergo a
reformulation over a
3 year period of time.9

98%

10,000 new products hit
retail shelves each year.10

90% of those products
do not hit their goals,
ultimately failing.10

90%

Consequently, data currency is another important criteria when evaluating a product attribute data
provider. In other words, how old is the product attribute data, what is the rate of data decay, and how
dynamic is the data?

One aspect of data currency relates to the product information originating from brands themselves. In
today’s ultra-competitive market, brands are constantly changing the attributes of their products to
drive incremental growth or optimize margin. Whether these product attribute changes are significant or are
seemingly insignificant micro-changes, having a current, in-market view of both their own portfolio and those of
category competitors is critical to a brand’s ability to optimize e-commerce, identify competitive threats
and understand emerging category trends and innovation.

Change is Where the Growth Is11
There is a direct correlation between the number of times brands reformulate
a product and their category growth.
Ice Cream Category
On average, each change resulted in a 1.66% increase in sales volume.

Ice Cream Category Trends

Average % Sales Volume Change

0.05

0.00

–0.05

Sugar
Substitute

18%

–0.10

–0.15

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Attribute Changes per SKU
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9

10

11

12

Good
Fiber

4%

Healthy

3%

Good
Protein

3%

Vegan
Diet

2%

OF ICE CREAM
DOLLARS

OF ICE CREAM
DOLLARS

OF ICE CREAM
DOLLARS

OF ICE CREAM
DOLLARS

OF ICE CREAM
DOLLARS

% GROWTH

% GROWTH

% GROWTH

% GROWTH

% GROWTH

+28.0% +89.0% +55.6% +55.6% +23.4%

Another aspect of data currency relates to consumer-driven change. The product preferences and need-states
of consumers are dynamic and evolving. This dynamism is reflected in the continuous changes in search
terms consumers use to discover the products that best meet their existing and emerging need-states.
This rate of change is reflected in the significant change, even between quarters, when evaluating product
attribute data sources, it’s important to consider the currency of consumer data related to both the product
attributes within a category and the search terms consumers are using to find products.

Over Time, Product Attributes Change Signiﬁcantly
Within a Retailer System12
Q1 2020

Q2 2020

90%

of Product
Attributes
Diﬀer vs Q1*

80%

Q3 2020

of Product
Attributes
Diﬀer vs Q2*

Q4 2020

90%

of Product
Attributes
Diﬀer vs Q3*

Top 10 Attribute

Typically, high data currency is correlated with the automation, technology and taxonomic approach used by a
product attribute data provider to ingest, catalog and activate changes to product and consumer-driven data.
An automated, machine learning process is superior to a manual process dependent upon human intervention.

Content Optimization at Scale Is Impossible to
Maintain Without Attributes & Automation
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30+

300,000+

3,600,000+
QUALIFYING
KEYWORDS

QUALIFYING
KEYWORDS

ANNUAL
KEYWORD
UPDATES

Dietitians Pick
Egg Free
Fish Free
Fragrance Free

QUALIFYING
KEYWORDS

Gluten Free
Gut Health Support
Heart Healthy
High Protein
Humane
Hypoallergenic

1 Product, 1 Channel

11

1 Product, 6 Channels
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Full Portfolio of Products

Updating Monthly

To summarize, product attribute data currency should be assessed based upon:

•
•
•
•
•

Average rate of data decay
Number of distinct attribute changes in a given time period
Rate of change of consumer search terms related to specific categories
Supporting taxonomies and machine learning algorithms
Automation and machine learning to ingest, analyze, and activate data changes

04 Confidence
The fidelity of product attribute data is of paramount importance as the old adage of “garbage in, garbage out”
certainly holds true in CPG product data ecosystems where hundreds of millions of pieces of dynamic product
data exist at any given moment to inform critical business decisions. Data confidence refers to the level of
trust a brand has in its data sources. Data confidence can be quantified based upon data audits that clearly
measure relative data accuracy. While exceptionally important as a measure of data quality, audits capture
a snapshot in time, so an automated process that spans data generation, data verification, data enrichment
and data distribution is an important proxy for overall expected data fidelity. Specifically, does bi-directional
integration exist between the product attribute data platform and retail data syndication platforms to remove
error-prone manual steps as data flows into retailer systems. Another aspect of automation that leads to higher
data confidence is the ability for a data provider system to identify suspect product attribute data elements for
example two product attribute data points that directly contradict each other or data that does not conform to
regulatory standards. Again, an automated, science-based machine learning process will deliver superior
data quality compared to a manual, subjective process that’s dependent upon human intervention.

Data Quality Assessed by Automated Detection
of Suspect Data Elements
Cookies & Biscuits – Chocolate Covered
40

Unique Product IDs

30

20

10

0

0

25

50
Total Carbohydrates per 100g
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75

100

A similar complementary proxy for data fidelity is the relationships a product attribute data provider
has with referenceable customers and partners, especially those with a deep subject matter expertise
in the CPG product data ecosystem.

To summarize, product attribute data confidence should be assessed based upon:

•
•
•
•

Data accuracy validated by audits
Level of process automation across data generation, verification, enrichment and distribution
Bidirectional integration with retailer data syndication platforms.
Referenceable relationships with major players in the CPG data ecosystem who require a
high level of data fidelity in their operations

05 Customization
While data standardization is important to build scalable and repeatable business value, there are aspects
of product attribute data that need to be tailored to meet the specific strategic imperatives of a CPG brand.
Data customization, or the ability for a product attribute provider to build proprietary rule systems to fuel
custom attribution is an important consideration. Similarly, the level of an engagement of a product attribute
data provider with retailers to customize proprietary rule systems for the retailer plays a role in the value of
data back to a CPG brand. An understanding of product attribute criteria and formulation requirements that
gate access to retail distribution programs such as health and wellness merchandising programs can be very
valuable to a brand seeking to gain or maintain shelf space with a retailer.

Leading Retailers Leverage Customer Product Data Attributes
to Power Health & Wellness Merchandising Programs
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Structure to Enable Data Customization
Gluten Free

Certiﬁcations
Less than 5PPM

Less than 10PPM

Marketing Claims
Less than 20PPM

Gluten Free Claims per
FDA Regulation
Gluten Free
Gluten Free Facility

Other Gluten Free Claims

Made without Gluten
Containing Ingredients

Gluten Free Equipment

No Gluten Added

Naturally Gluten Free

Gluten Free Ingredients

Ingredient Analysis
Wheat Free

Barley Free

Rye Free

Over 250,000 ingredients captured from labels
are organized and mapped to head
ingredients. These head ingredients
are analyzed for property
contaminants such as
wheat, barley,
and rye.

Certiﬁed Gluten Free

Certifying agencies utilize diﬀerent procedures and
methods, which oﬀer diﬀerent testing thresholds based
on the parts per million of gluten.

The FDA has strict guidelines around gluten free claims.
However, brands are allowed to use other claims which
also convey “gluten free” messaging to the consumer.

Gluten is found in wheat, barley, and rye. This means
from an ingredient analysis point of view, the product
must be free of all of these ingredients and contain no
suspect or popular contaminant ingredients.

These product attribute building blocks can be layered
together to customize a product attribute.

To summarize, product attribute data customization should be assessed based upon:

•
•

Ability to create custom product attributes through proprietary rule systems
Level of engagement with retailers on data customization initiatives

Conclusion
Your success meeting the needs of today’s digitally native, need-state shoppers requires a new approach to
CPG product data. Product attribute metadata has emerged as a “must-have’’ complement to legacy data
sources for organizations looking to differentiate to win omnichannel market share and build lasting loyalty. To
ensure a product attribute metadata provider is the right choice for your organization, consider the 5Cs: data
coverage, data characteristics, data currency, data confidence and data customization.

Label Insight is the world’s leading provider of product attribute metadata. We would be delighted to provide
your organization with a complimentary audit of your existing data to demonstrate our incremental value. We
also stand ready to compare our product attribute metadata head-to-head with any other product attribute
data source based on the 5Cs and beyond to ensure you make the right choice for your organization.
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About Label Insight
Label Insight, a NielsenIQ company, drives growth for CPG brands and retailers through unparalleled product
transparency. As the trusted partner of over 300 retail banners, over 30,000 CPG brands, and organizations
including the FDA, its best-in-class product attribute data and patented data science empower companies to
unlock new growth opportunities both online and in-store. Label Insight covers more than 99% of all online
consumer queries across over 80% of U.S. food, pet, and personal care products with a market-leading
database of over 200,000 product nutrients, 400,000 product ingredients, and 9 million product claims.
Label Insight was recently named to the CB Insights 2020 Retail Tech 100, as one of the world’s most
innovative B2B retail technology companies. For more information, visit labelinsight.com.
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Contact us today to find out how we can
help your brand grow. Visit:
labelinsight.com

Label Insight, Inc.
641 West Lake Street, Suite 402
Chicago, Illinois 60661
888.787.4386
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